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BACKGROUND

Over the past several years, two major trends have caused us to re-examine the organization of processors which exist in the computer field. These trends are:

1. Hardware cost has shown a marked decrease and, therefore, justifies the incorporation of more and more complex functions into hardware. For example, it becomes feasible to place computation where it is needed; this means distributed computation. It is also more feasible to spend hardware to reduce the cost of performing a total function and/or to enhance the reliability, security, and fail-safety of systems.

2. Modern programming ideas have penetrated the practical programming practices. Top-down, modular, loosely coupled process oriented designs and production oriented user centered program design languages are becoming more commonplace. These design and program production systems have enabled the field to increase greatly the productivity of designers and, at the same time, increase the reliability and understandability of the resultant systems. In particular, they have allowed us to have a finished design for a system prior to the coding and debugging of the system. In addition, they have enabled us to abstract from the design the control and data structures of the resultant system.

This paper introduces a program for the investigation of system design and examines in depth one aspect of this program — the Overseer. We do not intend to create the impression that the ideas outlined on this paper are easy or that results will be forthcoming overnight. We do intend to illustrate that the necessary theoretical and analytic tools are either now available or can be developed with reasonable additional effort.

THEME

We are attempting to create a total environment in which we may conceptualize, design, program, debug, and then monitor the systems that are to be implemented in distributed, or thin-wire connected, environments. The flavor of this total design environment is best illustrated by outlining a scenario that a system designer would go through in the course of using the approach outlined in this proposal.

When the designer starts his task, he would be embedded in an online program design system similar to that proposed by Caine (Ca75) utilizing a modified Program Design Language (PDL). Additional constructs are necessary to allow the control mechanisms needed by the "thin-wire" interprocess communications used by distributed systems. The distributed design PDL, which we shall call DOPDL, is constructed so as to enhance the intercommunication among humans who jointly develop the system design. Toward this goal, the DOPDL allows a loose, ambiguous
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communications between designers that has
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need for the analysis of the resulting
systems.

At the completion of the design cycle, or
more realistically at various critical points
in the design process, the resulting design
is abstracted into a set of control graphs
(Pic76, Pic76), similar in concept, but not in
interpretation, to the Graph Model of
Computation (Cer72, Gos713) or the Petri net
(Hol76, Hol76, Pat77). We are primarily
interested in properties of the control graph
that relate to race conditions, deadlocks,
and most importantly in the control-recoverability. The latter term is
closely related to the intuitive notion of
system recoverability familiar to all system
designers, the primary difference being that
the transitions are limited so as to yield
systems in legal states, i.e. the system
will not find itself trapped in any of a set
of illegal states. Since we have accepted
the notion of ambiguous semantics for
productivity sake, we do not know whether or
not the system being developed is correct in
the sense that it will yield correct answers
in its executing environment.

Historically in formal analyses of systems
the combinatorial complexity precludes non
trivial applications. We note however that
in the distributed environment that we
advocate, that the units of computation are
intrinsically modular and hierarchical in
nature. Thus with the nature of the systems
that are likely to be implemented on the
distributed architectures, we expect to be
able to successfully analyze the resulting
graphs piecewise and recursively toward
higher and higher structures. A node of some
graph representing a given level of detailed
design can itself be a complex graph, and if
that lower level graph has no undesirable
traits (such as deadlocks), and is
recoverable, then the node on the higher
level graph that represents the lower level
unit is an acceptable node with respect to the
analysis that we intend to perform on it
(Poa74).

With the design graph in hand, the designer
may now analyze for features that can be
verified. If the design is non recoverable
then the analysis will also show how to
modify the design so as to make it
recoverable. With the verified design in
hand, the designer is able to "package" the
design for efficient performance on a
specified set of hardware. An analysis of the
program graph allows packaging of the
modules of the system to minimize certain
cost functions, like communications, while
preserving certain performance and
reliability levels. The work by Foo75 (Foo75)
serves as an realistic example of the
type of packaging analysis. In certain
cases, the designer may even modify the
system parameters to see the effect on the
resulting system.

With the packaged system at our disposal we
can now examine the possibilities on the
designing and run time monitoring of the
designed system.

PROPOSED APPROACH

Given the above stated observations on
cost/function and program design
methodologies, we find it increasingly
feasible to propose a specific architecture
which executes a modular, distributed message
oriented environment. An overview of this processor/programming environment is as
follows:

1. We begin with a design for an
application system that is to run on our
message oriented processor system. A
Distributed Program Design Language
(DPDL) is used to express all intermediate
control structure, as well as the internal
module functions.

2. We next derive from the formal control
structure embedded in the DPDL a program
graph (Pic76) which describes the
possible control flow and synchronization
requirements for the application system
(APS). The graph nodes represent blocks
of code within modules as derived from
our top down design, and the arcs
represent the paths on which valid
inter-module messages may flow. This
structure assumes that we have
constrained the design in such a manner
that all communication between modules on
the APS program graph is via the explicit
flow of messages - i.e. thin-wire
communications.

3. From this Program Graph (PG) we next
derive a dual graph, the Message Flow
Graph (MFG) (Pic76), in which message
flow is represented by vertices rather
than arcs. The message flow graph (MFG)
 is more convenient and concise than the
Program Graph for use in monitoring
control flow.

Given this flow plus the observation that
each module in a given program graph may in
and of itself be a program graph (properly
embedded and subject to the condition that it
is activated by the arrival of messages in
the higher level program graph and terminates
by sending messages out in that higher level
graph) then it is possible to define the
complete allowable flow of the application
system (APS) as it runs. One of the goals of
the computer organization that we propose and
the purpose of this paper, is to use this
program graph by the communications system to
oversee the actual control flow, or
equivalently the message flow, of the
operating APS.

Given this oversee function, the claim we
make is that it is possible to insure a set of
desirable attributes about the APS
performance, viz:
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1. Messages not originated by legal nodes of the APS program net can not enter the program net. This is a statement about the security of the architecture vis-a-vis intrusion from non-authorized users for programs.

2. If the APS arrives at a "hung-up" state, the overseer will take notice and "aborts" the APS.

3. If the nodes of the APS program net take too long to function, the overseer will take note and initiate proper error recovery procedures.

4. Inadvertent attempts to move message to nodes that have no explicit flow path are detected and forbidden. This occurrence indicates system malfunction, or possibly the implementers implemented a system with a structure different from the one which the design line (DPL) claimed was to be implemented.

5. Invalid sequential/synchronous behavior will be detected.

THE OVERSEER AS A COMMUNICATIONS ATTRIBUTIM

1 Introduction

We now discuss the part of the interprocess communications system which we call the Overseer. It contains the following capabilities with respect to distributed control structures:

- Control-Sequence Verification (CSV),
- Path Verification (PV),
- Single Channel Monitoring (SCM).

2 Overseer Operating Environment

The Overseer exists in a variety of operating environments. Process management, naming conventions, interprocess communications conventions, and communications system structures vary widely from system to system and even sometimes within a particular mix of distributed programs. Nevertheless, in order to discuss overseer issues intelligently in a way relevant to actual implementations, we define the terminology and operating environments around which we frame our remarks.

An important design goal for the Overseer is that it be able to operate correctly in an environment of vulnerable machines. The control sequence and path verification techniques should be designed with this environmental constraint in mind. Steps should be taken to make the Overseer invulnerable and failsafe. Process initiation and machine initiation procedures should operate correctly under the assumption that host machines may misconstrue or even falsify requirements and capabilities. In short, the only reliable component of a distributed programming environment need be the overseer itself (Bat75, Ba76).

2.1 Review of Our Program Design Problem

Although the design and development process has been discussed previously we rephrase it here to give a better perspective to the operation of the overseer. The problem is as follows:

Given: A designer has available one or more machines, with zero, one or more processes per machine, and zero, one or more pseudo-processes per process (Section 2.2). A standardized communications system, embellished with the overseer function, is to be used for all interprocess communications (thin-wire communications).

Q3: Design and implement a distributed program composed of one or more processes residing on one or more machines, interconnected via thin-wire communications, and exhibiting an arbitrary degree of concurrency and interprocess synchronization.

In solving this problem it is necessary to design, implement, debug, and validate the control structure.

2.2 The Process Concept

The notion of process evokes several different images and interpretations. For example, in normal usage in describing operating systems, "process" often refers to a body of code, such as the I/O Handler "process". In discussing the operation of the task scheduler, however, "process" may connote a unique context or state space. We favor the latter interpretation.

Multiprocessing refers to the capability of processes to execute in parallel or to be scheduled independently of each other. Transfer of control between processes is normally handled by the operating system and may be synchronous - i.e. processes run until they explicitly give up control - or asynchronous - i.e. processes lose control through rescheduling done in conjunction with interrupts.

In many environments, either the high cost of process contexts (Lau75) or the logical structure of interprocess communications (DC00574) dictates the creation of pseudo-processes. In such situations we often find one or more modules which appear as normal processes to their operating system(s), but, internally, each module multiplexes one or more pseudo-process contexts by varying pointers to pseudo-context data blocks. Each module handles the scheduling, creation and deletion of pseudo-processes within its domain. For our purposes, we may include pseudo-processes in the notion of process, realizing that there is a one-to-one correspondence between processes and overseer control graphs.

2.3 Program Modules

A distributed program is composed logically of modules. A module has the following attributes:

- Modules correspond to a fixed body of code.
- Modules contain one or more entry points or functions.
2.4 Communications Conventions

As stated earlier, we assume a thin-wire communications framework. In addition, we assume that the communications system may be isolated functionally from the cooperating processes. Two representative communications technologies which we use to illustrate our overseer organization are ARPANET (ARPANET) - line switched - and DCS (DCS74) - message switched. DCS has the additional property that addressing is directly in terms of process name and hence only one path per process pair is allowed, a given pair of communicating pseudo-process conversations must be multiplexed onto a single path.

The overseer's operation is closely tied to that of the communications system. The overseer must have control over message flow in and out of each environment of which it oversees. A centralized overseer may be acceptable in a star- or ring-network, but may overload communications in a distributed network, such as ARPANET.

The overseer may impose other requirements on the communications system, such as maintaining a distributed data base for large control structures. In the interest of brevity, we assume that these and other problems are solvable and, therefore, we concentrate on the logical requirements necessary for the tractability of the overseer functions.

3 Control Sequence Verification

3.1 Definition of Problem

In control sequence verification the overseer validates the control flow and synchronization requirements for each defined process. The verification is limited, by definition of the Program Graph, to that level of control expressible by the message flow. We are not interested in the detailed internal control flow within each process.

Messages which represent invalid control sequences are prevented from delivery to the destination process. Such messages represent control faults and are handled either by an error code in the delivery status, or by discardment and causing a timeout fault.

3.2 Control Graph Partitioning

Each process in a distributed environment must have a unique and logically separate control graph within the Overseer - note that this does not state how the overseer implements unique instances of graphs, but rather it states what logically must exist. Even in a tightly coupled distributed processes, where each asynchronous process maintains the same view of the total operating control structure, separate control graphs are maintained by the overseer, one per each actual control. The overseer guarantees valid control behavior of each local control graph, thereby guaranteeing valid control behavior of the overall distributed process.

The overseer partitions the total control graph such that the message flow in and out of each logical process is represented by a partial control graph local to that process. If, for example, there are N operating contexts in a single distributed process, then the overall distributed control graph is partitioned into N partial control graphs which have a one-to-one correspondence with the environment the Individual process itself is to be a part. This is not an unfamiliar phenomenon, as we often encounter such organizations as subroutines or operating system calls in monoproces sor systems, and as server processes (ARPANET, CrOS72) in network systems. Such organizations are to be expected in modular design methodologies.

Control structures enforced by modular, general, service processes are usually more general than actually allowed by particular control environments. For example, a file handler may allow reads and writes to occur in any order on a given file, but a given caller on the file handler may require reads and writes to alternate.

Now that we have identified both the total control graph and the process of modular design, we may discuss two approaches toward constructing partial control graphs. In the first, the entire control structure of a given distributed program is delineated. In this environment the individual process contexts are tightly bound and, most likely, are designed with detailed knowledge of each others' operations. We have, in this instance, the canonical form of the control graph as it is to be seen by the Overseer. The task of partitioning such a graph is simply to isolate the subsets of arcs and vertices local to each real process context. Graphs partitioned in this manner lend themselves to a logical and based addressing scheme (section 3.4). However, this method suffers in environments which change dynamically or which consist of general service modules which may be integrated into many particular control structures.

In the second approach the partial control graphs of general modules are designed independently. The overall control graph for a particular program is partitioned into independently designed partial control graphs. This approach supports modular design techniques, but allows non-canonical forms of program graphs, which in turn disallow structural based addressing schemes (section 3.4).
of every process or pseudo-process within its domain. Given this fact, and the above delineation of possible control graph operations, we are faced with the following questions:

- How visible is the Overseer operation to communicating processes?
- How is each graph structure made known to the Overseer?
- How is each unique control graph context created and destroyed?
- How is the correspondence made between messages and graph transitions?

Some aspects of these problems depend upon the particular operating system and communications system organization. Specific data structures and the details of module initiation/termination, for example, are outside the scope of this research. Nevertheless, we make several comments on tradeoffs that exist in most environments.

The Overseer appears to incur the most processing overhead if it is entirely invisible to communicating processes. In this kind of implementation the Overseer must not only detect token flow within individual control graphs, but must also create and delete emulated contexts based upon the message flow. Automatic graph restructuring may be required, as when certain control branches are disabled (see discussion of graph restructuring in section 3.7).

At the other extreme, minimum Overseer processing overhead is incurred when context and structure changes are communicated explicitly to the Overseer. In this implementation the Overseer maintains message filters, which are directly related to partial control graph paths, but are more concisely represented. However, although Overseer processing is reduced, CPU processing is increased. Out-of-band communications between overseer and process is now required to update the message filter data structure. The impact of this approach on the programmer may be minimized by incorporating control structure updating into the system programming language, thus making such overhead invisible to the programmer, but a part of the processing nevertheless.

### 3.4 Token and Arc Identification

Given a Program graph for some distributed process structure, and its transformed Message Flow Graph, our problem is to define the mechanism whereby the Overseer identifies token flow. Here we explore out-of-band message headers - Message Arc ID, or MAIDs - as a possible solution to the problem. As suggested previously, our comments are framed in the ARPA and DCS environments, but may be easily extended into other environments.

There are several design goals for the ideal overseer. First, the overseer should be able to uniquely and unambiguously identify each and every arc over which tokens flow. Second, the overhead incurred in marking messages for recognition should be minimal. Third, the graph addressing scheme should be amenable to dynamic binding, such as is required for a general service module.

Not all of these goals are compatible. There is a tradeoff, for example, between the level of detail visible to the overseer and the resultant extra message overhead.

Four schemes for out-of-band message arc ID fields, MAIDs, are presented below, with comments on their strengths and weaknesses. Section 3.5 discusses the ambiguities which must exist in any communications system based overseer.

Recall that modularly designed Program Graphs may be partitioned according to their implemented process structure. Each partition is composed of an arbitrary control graph structure and has an arbitrary number of message arcs crossing its boundary. The derived IPG has similar partitioning except that instead of message arcs crossing partition boundaries, message vertices are replicated on partitions with common boundaries (section 3.2).

Given that there is a one-to-one correspondence between process context and graph context, and that message arcs on the PG connect pairs of processes, we conclude that process name is an important component of arc identification. Each arc is identified, partially, by the pair of processes to which it is connected. If we consider the direction of message flow and the participation of process names we have, in fact, a very coarse arc identification scheme. This scheme is precise, however, whenever there is only one message and/or response between any pair of processes.

Our first attempt is:

\[
\text{MAID(1)} := \langle P(i) \rightarrow P(j) \rangle,
\]

where \(P(i)\) and \(P(j)\) are process, or pseudo-process, names.

To refine our MAID we recognize that, formally, an arc on the PG is identified by its endpoints. For bound graphs - all arcs connected - we may augment our MAID with structural information. If each vertex in a PG partition is labeled, then we generate the following MAID:

\[
\text{MAID(2)} := \langle P(i).M \rightarrow P(j).N \rangle,
\]

where \(P(i)\) and \(P(j)\) are the communicating processes, and \(M\) and \(N\) are vertex labels. Using this scheme we have unique recognition of all message arcs, but we are restricted to completely bound program graphs.

Our next step is to recognize that we may associate a functional name with each arc. Our MAID now becomes:

\[
\text{MAID(3)} := \langle P(i) \rightarrow P(j) \rangle,
\]

where \(F\) represents the functional identifier. Using this scheme we allow dynamic binding of modular, non-canonical graphs, but still have ambiguity for arcs with the same function name.
In our final attempt we combine the functional and structural MAIDs and generate the following MAID:

\[ \text{MAID(4)} \rightarrow \left\{ \text{MAID(1)}, \text{MAID(2)} \right\} \]

where \( M \) and \( N \) are vertex labels, and \( F \) is the arc function. This scheme combines the advantages of structural and functional MAIDs by allowing dynamically bound graphs to achieve complete visibility and uniqueness.

For a definable subclass of possible program graphs, each MAID can distinguish all message arcs. Under particular operating conditions or design restrictions it may be satisfactory to adopt a less precise MAID for some or all of the process pairings.

Each of the MAID fields serves a different role in the overseer recognition process. \( P(i) \) and \( P(j) \) identify the source and destination PG partitions, respectively. As stated previously (section 2.2), \( P(i) \) and \( P(j) \) may be physical processes or may each be subdivided into pseudo processes. \( P(i) \) and \( P(j) \) partially identify the ends of a PG arc (MFG vertex).

The function field serves to "unbind" the structures of PG partitions. Whereas, in the structure only MAID, \( \text{MAID(2)} \), each arc is identified by a member of the set \( \left\{ P(i) \times P(j) \right\} \), in the function only MAID, \( \text{MAID(3)} \), each arc is identified by a member, possibly duplicate, of the set \( \left\{ F \right\} \). Without functional identification, communicating processes are tightly bound to a fixed structure.

The structural fields, when added to the functional only MAID, provide clarification by each overseer partition and do not pass through the communications system. In the act of receiving and sending messages, each process notifies its local overseer of any required structural clarification. Structural clarification of the remote process' arc ends is assumed to be done by remote overseer partitions.

With the exception of process names, each of the fields may or may not be required for message-arc identification. Figures 3.4.1-4 give examples of process mixes in which each of the four proposed MAIDs affords satisfactory detail. In Figure 3.4.1 a mix of three processes which exchange at most one message in each direction is described by MAIDs of type 1. In Figure 3.4.2 a pair of processes which exchange more than one message in each direction is described by structural only MAIDs of type 2. In figure 3.4.3 two processes, one of which is a general server process, are described by function only MAIDs of type 3. In Figure 3.4.4 a process mix which contains arcs with duplicate function descriptions is described by MAIDs of type 4. In this last example we demonstrate that structural clarification may be eliminated where ambiguity does not occur (arcs a, b, and c).

3.5 Control Sequence Ambiguities

For each type of MAID presented in the previous section, certain ambiguities in control sequence verification exist. We review the ambiguities here and then comment on basic uncertainties that underlie all MAIDs.

MAID(1) uses process name only. For any pair of processes, multiple paths in the same direction cannot be resolved. MAID(2) uses process name and graph structure. This scheme has no ambiguities as to path recognition, but suffers from the inadequacies of early binding. MAID(3) uses process and function names. Multiple paths may be distinguished, but paths which call upon the same function are not resolvable. MAID(4), which combines process name, function name, and structure, suffers no uncertainty in path recognition.

Underlying all these MAID formulations is the desire to validate vertex initiations and terminations on the program graph. But, because of the delay between a process posting a message and the overseer receiving it, the time that messages arrive in the overseer may not accurately reflect vertex activation times. If the overseer is to have light influence over vertex activations and terminations, processes must wait for overseer approval before proceeding. The natural problem here, of course, is that potential concurrency is reduced. Thus any implementation will probably choose to allow processes to proceed beyond the points at which messages are injected into the communications system, with the understanding that control faults may occur downstream in the program execution.

3.6 Reentrancy

Other than identifying message arcs, the overseer has the task of emulating the changing process contexts. Various conditions govern the creation, deletion, and restructuring of particular instances of program graphs. We discuss in the next sections several dynamic properties of overseer partitioned program graphs. Program graph reentrancy is discussed in more detail in [Plc70].

The desire for reentrancy dictates that reentrant graphs be replicated for each context instantiation. Recursion and reentrancy, from the point of view of control structure and overseer manipulation, are seen as nearly identical problems.

In any executing environment of thin-wire process structures conventions must be established for creating and deleting process contexts. We assume an environment of pre-existent modules, each of which has zero or more active contexts. Each new process-process conversation implies, logically, that a unique process context is created. This mechanism takes different forms in different environments, but the basic operation is the same.
P(i)<-[Request_Context ( ARGUMENTS 1) ] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[ACKNOWLEDGE] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[Arbitrary_Message_Sequence] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[Destroy_Context_P(i)] ->P(j)

Context creation/deletion effects the binding and unbinding of local and remote program graph partitions. In the ARPANET, the operations are handled by the out-of-band ICP and CLOSE protocols. In DCS, since multiple process-process conversations may be multiplexed on single channels, the context handling primitives are handled by in-band protocols.

An example from the ARPANET is the file handler service module (FTP). Prior to issuing any file commands, the ICP protocol (ICP) must be used to effect a unique process context within the service module. When the file transfer operations are complete, the CLOSE command is used to sever the communications line.

An example from DCS is the I/O Handler. Whenever the OPENFILE function is issued, a unique process, denoted by the Logical File Name = LFN, is created within the IOP. All subsequent file commands are addressed by the LFN or pseudo-process name. The CLOSEFILE function causes the destruction of the IOP sub-process (DCOS72).

Consideration of reentrancy, the Create/Destroy functions, and the ARPA ICP function leads into an interesting redesign of the ARPA ICP. We now see in modular function handling, as in the case of the DCS I/O Handler, that arguments may be required before a valid context is created within a called module. ICP, as it now stands, creates the context first, and then waits for the arguments. A modified ICP, which conforms better to the dynamics of context management, passes arguments to the called process before the opening of the normal send and receive lines, and the creation of the context, is allowed to proceed.

Pipeline, or GOTO, control structures may also imply control graph reentrancy. In these control structures, slightly different context creation/deletion rules are implied. Consider, for example, a process P(i) which desires to execute a GOTO operation with parameters to another process P(j). Once the GOTO is complete, the context representing P(i) is to disappear. This operation is represented as follows:

P(i)<-[Request_Context ( ARGUMENTS 1) ] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[ACKNOWLEDGE] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[Arbitrary_Message_Sequence] ->P(j)
P(i)<-[Destroy_Context_P(i)] ->P(j)

The difference between this and the previous control transfer sequence is that the caller's, rather than the callee's, context is deleted once the conversation is complete. Current examples of this type of control transfer do not exist on the ARPANET or on DCS, but may be used in implementing parallel pipeline operations.

The overseer must have knowledge of whatever mechanism is used for binding local and remote program graph partitions and contexts. Many implementations are possible, depending on the operating system and communications system structure, but context creation and deletion must be integrated carefully into the overseer operation.

3.7 Graph Restructuring

Reentrancy and queuing imply a form of dynamic graph restructuring in which all or portions of a graph are replicated. However, a more general graph restructuring may be desired and may be able to remove certain dynamic validation functions from the processes themselves. Most of the applications of graph restructuring seem to stem from the need to restrict availability of functions within a module. Graph restructuring may be thought of as a form of capability based addressing, where caller's capabilities are determined by the callee (Wei73).

Two examples within a file handler module are, 1) a file opened for read-only access must not allow any writes, and 2) a sequential file must not allow any random access requests. These access restrictions may be most conveniently handled by enabling and disabling paths on the local overseer's graph partition. More complex restructuring primitives are certainly possible, but don't seem to be required for the control constructs presented in this paper.

4 Path Verification

Path verification adds another dimension to the capability of the communications system overseer. Defined simply, it is the ability of the overseer to approve, deny, or revoke communications paths. The criteria which governs path creation is determined by the particular protection scheme in use. Although this research does not delve into protection, it is helpful to examine the capability of the overseer with respect to a representative protection scheme.

Path verification is useful both in protecting a distributed process from its own misbehavior and in isolating non-cooperating processes from each other. The latter is also known as encapsulation, and may be applied either at the process level or at the machine level (Wei73b)

The problems of protection in message based systems have been broached elsewhere (Wei73b, Tai75, Zel75), but, with the exception of Bailey, the potential role of the communications system has not been considered. As a result, the existing techniques which ignore the communications component are weak within environments of vulnerable host machines. Protection/path verification belongs in the overseer, and offers a significantly improved level of correctness.

The primitive operations usually associated with communications path manipulation are as follows.
The creation of the $P(2)$ $\rightarrow$ $P(3)$ path.

The overseer must determine that the capability when $P(2)$ places a message on arc 'c' to $P(3)$ justifies the establishment of a path to $P(3)$. Arc 'c' also represents the capability to process $P(2)$, which passes a message along arc 'a' contains the information passed along the arc, and context action implied by the passage of the message on each arc. The overseer must have the capability to intercept and alter data streams between processes, which uses addressing protection schemes to limit the vulnerability of systems.

One effort [2et75] views ports as capabilities and affiliates with each process a capability vector. Additional attributes associated with each port/capability include:

- **Ownership Privileges**
- **Protection from modification by other processes**
- **Ability to be passed to other processes**

The overseer is the natural agent to effect these port or capability based attributes.

Port passing is especially significant to the overseer in terms of how it affects the binding of names in program graphs. A desired feature of any system of distributed processes is to be able to pass a port name through several levels of reentrant procedure calls. The overseer should allow this deferred binding and also be able to detect invalid bindings in the lowest level of the nested call sequence. To do this, capability based conventions must exist for passing ports between processes. We are not concerned whether the convention be caller inherits callee rights or visa versa, or what the exact nature of the rights associated with ownership and non-ownership of capabilities. We are concerned that the port names may be passed between processes, and that the overseer knowingly participates in the passing of port names.

A simple example illustrates the utility of path verification and its relation to control sequence verification. Figure 4.1 shows a system of three nested processes, where the first process supplies the second process with the name of the third process. To accomplish the control structure addressing a NAID of type 1 - process name only - is used. Arguments are passed by arcs a and c, and responses are passed by arcs b and d. Three columns are used to represent the message arc ID. Information passed along the arc, and context action implied by the passage of the message on each arc. The overseer must have these three items of information for each partial control graph arc. Note that the message which passes along arc a contains not only arguments for the called subroutine but also the capability for process $P(2)$ to establish a path to $P(3)$. Arc c's representation indicates that the port defining the $P(2)$ $\rightarrow$ $P(3)$ connection is deferred, when $P(2)$ places a message on arc c the overseer must determine that the capability passed from $P(1)$ to $P(2)$ justifies the creation of the $P(2)$ $\rightarrow$ $P(3)$ path.

**5 Single Channel Monitoring**

A valuable attribute of the overseer is the ability to allow dynamic monitoring of interprocess communications. Locking this facility, artificial maneuvers are required, such as recompling the affected modules in order to address message deliveries to a special monitoring module. The SCM feature of the overseer simplifies the task of monitoring the actual data streams and, in addition, supports a fine grain of selectivity on messages to be rerouted to the monitor module. The implication of this last feature is that the overhead of message rerouting need not be only minimal.

In order for Single Channel Monitoring to be effective, two features are required:

1. The Overseer must have the ability to accept message filters, i.e., data structures which identify messages of interest.

2. A special process must exist, responsive to a human user, and capable of analyzing and synthesizing communications streams.

In the following sections we examine each of these requirements. Prior to our discussion, however, we note that the existence of SCM modules and Overseer filters potentially increases the vulnerability of systems.

Given the capability to intercept and alter data streams between processes, SCM modules have the potential for wreaking havoc in a mix of distributed processes. In defense of using SCM modules it should be noted that this problem is shared with more classical debugging tools, in that the setting of breakpoints and the ability to alter both instructions and data may wreak havoc on a single processor system. The solution for single processor systems, which uses addressing protection schemes to limit a developer's interference to his own name space, has an analogue in message systems through the application of capability based addressing or path verification by the overseer.

**5.1 Properties of Message Filters**

Communicating processes should ideally never need to know, other than by degraded performance, of the insertion of special monitoring processes. Monitoring processes should be able to be switched in dynamically, with no internal renaming required on the part of the monitored processes. If the communications system has the capability to reroute messages, based upon message filters, and subject to the addressing restrictions enforced by path verification, then the dynamic readressing required to switch monitoring modules in and out may be conveniently achieved.
At first glance, ignoring the overseer's capability to monitor control structures, one might design filters to simply capture the entire message flow on channels (e.g., an existing line in line switched communications systems, or all messages between a given pair of processes in message switched systems). While the ability to capture total conversations is important, the ability to factor out messages using a finer grain of selectivity is paramount. A filter should not only be able to capture messages between a given pair of processes on a given channel, but must also allow capture of single messages which represent flow of primitive control tokens.

Thus, to identify messages of interest, filters must have several attributes. First, filter selectivity must range from coarse - e.g., all messages on a given channel - to fine - e.g., the message representing the traversal of a specific control arc. Message selectivity may be based on several classifying factors. Process name, subchannel arc, function, and graph structure are identifying entities which, taken individually or in logical combination, contribute to the delineation of classes of messages of interest. In its most sophisticated form, an overseer implementation may allow set operations, such as intersection or union on the classes of messages identified by the primitive classification operators.

Another attribute of filters is that they must reflect the dynamic properties of control structures. The messages which bind and unbind contexts to control graphs should be describable by the filter descriptors. This facility may be effected either by chaining filters - e.g., a filter to detect the context transition followed by another to identify messages of interest in that context - or by special functions such as "ENVIRONMENT OF" for nested calls.

Each filter should have, as another of its attributes, a name or Filter Identifier (FID) by which its actions may be referenced. If, for example, a monitoring process has multiple filters outstanding, then captured messages may be correlated to the particular filter which captured them by including a named reference to the filter. Any given monitoring process can correlate the actual outstanding named filters with the code which processes each of them by referral to the FID.

In more sophisticated systems, the overseer may accept the definition of arbitrarily large sets of potentially active message filters. In such an environment, message filters would first be defined - or declared - by the monitoring process to the overseer, and then be activated/deactivated as needed through low overhead enable/disable commands.

Given the ability of the overseer to store multiple filters, another feature is possible which allows chaining of filters. Chaining is the technique which allows the tracing of context sensitive information flow. If, for example, all RETURNS from a module appear alike, and it is desired to capture only the RETURN from a given sub function call, then a chain of two filters - one to detect the CALL, followed by one to detect the RETURN - allows the correct selectivity. This operation is effected through the NEXTFILTER field, which describes the next filter to be invoked given a successful message match.

An additional filter feature required for tracing context sensitive information flow is back referencing. When, for example, a filter is dependent upon context information defined in a previous filter, then some mechanism is required to pass that context information onward. Back referencing is one way in which information detected by current filters may be passed on to future filters.

The final attribute which message filters require is a specification of the action to be performed on detected messages. The most useful actions appear to be the following:

- **NULL** -- Do Nothing at all. Most likely to appear when using the chained filters option.
- **LOG** -- Send a summary message to the monitoring module. Data to be summarized include a copy of the MAID header and length fields.
- **COPY** -- Send an exact copy of the message to the monitoring module, but allow the original message to proceed untouched.
- **CAPTURE** -- Reroute the complete message to the monitoring module.
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